
Don’t Worry Darling Saga



The beginning

July 2019- Film announced with Olivia Wilde to direct and star

April 2020- Actors Shia LaBeouf, Florence Pugh and Chris Pine slated to star



The drama begins?

September 2020- Harry Styles replaces Shia saying scheduling conflicts

December 2020- It’s said Olivia fired Shia

During this time Shia had ongoing court cases around physical and sexual assault 
charges from his ex-gitlfriend



Budding Romance

January 2021- Harry and Olivia are spotted holding hands

They later announce they are dating and rumors spread that their relationship was 
very apparent on set

February 2021- Olivia discusses her “no assholes”

 policy on set



February 2021



April 2021

During a press event for DWD Olivia Wilde is served with custody papers from ex 
Jason Sudeikis while on stage.



Rumors start rolling

December 2021- Olivia discusses female pleasure in the film

July 2022- Olivia publicly praises Florence with no response

August 2022- Florence says the film shouldn’t be reduced to sex, or wanting to 
see the most famous pop star in the world have sex, it’s better than that

Olivia responds to rumors about pay discrepancies, saying it’s the industry pitting 
women against one another

Olivia again says Shia was fired for his combative energy



Shia fires back

Shia comes out saying he was not fired, he quit for lack of rehearsal time and 
releases emails and a video of Olivia begging him to stay, notably saying this 
would be a wake up call for “Miss Flo”. 



The Venice Film Festival

Notably Florence does not attend press 
events for the film. When asked, Olivia 
dodges questions about the feud 
between her and Florence as well as 
Shia. She states Florence is busy 
filming Dune.

Florence later posts a video of herself in 
Venice with an aperol spritz.



On the red carpet

Florence’s stylist posts a picture of Florence in her red carpet dress captioned 
“Miss Flo”

Rumors start that Olivia and Harry have broken up after they won’t stand together 
for the cast photo



Press interviews 

When asked about the film in 
interviews Harry Styles says: “You 
know, my favorite thing about the 
movie is, like, it feels like a movie,” 
he said. “It feels like a real, like, you 
know, ‘go to the theater’ film movie.” 
Causing Chris to seemingly 
dissociate completely 



At the screening

Spit, kiss and a standing ovation.



Coming to theaters September 23


